Instructions for Balmy Blue Teapot & Cup Card # 6 With You Tube Video
Step 1- Assemble and cut all cardstock as indicated on product list including the Blue Gala
Gingham piece. You will run through the Big Shot in another step.
Step 2- Stamp all pieces on product list with Blueberry Bushel Ink Pad or Memento Tuxedo
Black, whichever you prefer. Arrange the stamps on the 4” x 6” piece of Balmy Blue cardstock.
This way you will have enough for all your stamps. Be sure to leave enough room around the
stamps to later place the dies. Stamp the teapot and the cup. Stamp small rosebud on tea cup
as seen in the picture and the flower on the teapot. Stamp an extra flower for the inside of the
card. Stamp the Sentiment, “ Love is as Warm Cup of Tea”, on a piece of Balmy Blue as well as
the extra flower. Stamp one piece of the Whisper White with the sentiment, ( Enjoy the Simple
Moments). Remember this is a horizontal lay out not vertical. It is easy to forget!
Step 3- Now take the piece of Balmy Blue with all the images and prepare to run through the
Big Shot. Lay the dies with sharp edge down toward stamped images. Remember you need the
smallest circle die from the Layering Circle set as well as the dies from the Tea Time Framelits
set. Secure with Post it Tape if you need to. Sometimes dies can slip if you don’t have a
magnetic platform. Even with a magnetic platform you may need some tape to hold in place. If
you don’t have any tape just carefully lay one die on at a time and run through the Big Shot. It
is easier to get one die positioned and secure than several dies.
Next take your edgelit from the Delicate Edgelit Die Set and position on one side of the Gala
Gingham piece. You can use whichever side of the Gala Gingham that you like, just line the
edgelit sharp side down toward the side you want to use. This is the 5 ¼” side. Make sure it is
straight and run through the Big Shot.
Step 5- Now it is time to assemble the card. Put glue on back of Gala Gingham piece and
adhere to the front bottom edge of the blank Whisper White Cardstock measuring 4” x 5 ¼”.
Next take the cup and glue to the left-hand side of the same piece just above the edgelit design
and close to the left had side of the gingham. If you place your cup farther toward the center
you will not have room for your teapot. Next put Stampin’ Dimensionals on the back of your
teapot, removing protective coverings, and place as if you were pouring tea into the cup. Now
you can also put Stampin’ Dimensionals on the back of the Sentiment that was cut out with the
small circle die and adhere in the area above the teacup and slightly to the left. Take this piece
and glue to the front of the Blueberry Bushel Card Base. You should have a border of 1/8”
Blueberry Bushel Cardstock showing all around the Whisper White piece. If you find it difficult
to glue on after putting teapot and sentiment up on dimensionals then you may glue this front
piece on the card base, then adhere the teapot and sentiment.
Step 6-Lastly take the piece of Whisper White with sentient stamped on it and glue small flower
in the lower left-hand corner. Now use glue to adhere this piece to the inside of card. All
finished. This makes for an easy cute card when you want to send a note to someone special.

